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Abstract Modeling is requiring increasingly larger efforts while becoming indispensable given the complexity of the problems we are solving. Modelers face high
cognitive load to understand a multitude of complex
abstractions and their relationships. There is an urgent need to better support tool builders to ultimately
provide modelers with intelligent modeling assistance
that learns from previous modeling experiences, automatically derives modeling knowledge, and provides
context-aware assistance. However, current Intelligent
Modeling Assistants (IMAs) lack adaptability and flexibility for tool builders, and do not facilitate understanding the differences and commonalities of IMAs for
modelers. Such a patchwork of limited IMAs is a lost
opportunity to provide modelers with better support for
the creative and rigorous aspects of software engineering. In this expert voice, we present a conceptual reference framework (RF-IMA) and its properties to identify the foundations for intelligent modeling assistance.
For tool builders, RF-IMA aims to help build IMAs
more systematically. For modelers, RF-IMA aims to facilitate comprehension, comparison, and integration of
IMAs, and ultimately to provide more intelligent support. We envision a momentum in the modeling community that leads to the implementation of RF-IMA
and consequently future IMAs. We identify open chal-
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lenges that need to be addressed to realize the opportunities provided by intelligent modeling assistance.
Keywords Model-Based Software Engineering · Intelligent Modeling Assistance · Integrated Development
Environment · Artificial Intelligence · Development
Data · Feedback

1 Introduction
Over the last decades, modeling activities have been
applied across the whole life-cycle of complex softwareintensive systems to support all stakeholders involved in
software development, mostly thanks to the use of abstractions – provided by general-purpose and domainspecific modeling languages – and separation of concerns. Modeling is continually requiring larger efforts
and it is often indispensable in tackling the constantly
increasing intrinsic complexity of such systems [13, 15].
Owing to (i) the ever-increasing complexity of the problems that modelers are trying to solve, (ii) the growing number of stakeholders whose needs have to be addressed, and (iii) the increase in domain-specific modeling abstractions used by these stakeholders, modelers
face higher and higher cognitive load. Modelers need to
handle a multitude of specific abstractions, their use
across the software life-cycle, and their relationships
with other abstractions to ensure global consistency
of the modeling activities and resulting modeling artifacts [44]. There is an urgent need to better support
tool builders to ultimately provide modelers with more
intelligent modeling assistance.
In parallel, in our modern era of information technology, data has become increasingly prevalent in modeldriven practices thanks to the explosion of data available and observed from different modeling activities.
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There is an opportunity to provide intelligent assistance to the modeler that learns from, e.g., previous
modeling experiences, historical information contained
in model repositories, surrounding context of the modeler, and domain-specific knowledge. Progress in datadriven techniques [11], such as data mining and machine
learning [17], enables the automatic derivation of modeling knowledge and the provision of context-aware assistance. The dichotomy and complementary nature of
data and models are increasingly apparent in all phases
of the software development life-cycle [28], i.e., not only
during system use but also during system development,
maintenance, and posterior evolution. Other contributing factors are (i) the development of modern datadriven software systems, which potentially involve different interdisciplinary perspectives [22, 30], and (ii) the
role of recent black-box techniques, such as machine
learning, on understandability [36].
Inevitably, all the above have increased both the
complexity of the problems where modeling techniques
are used and the consequent demand for support for
working with large models [9]. Supporting modelers with
a certain level of assistance is of outermost importance
to optimally leverage available data with the power of
abstraction for modeling activities.
As further motivation, consider the following future
scenario for intelligent modeling assistance where an
Intelligent Modeling Assistant (IMA) supports modelers in their trade-off analysis with the help of a multidisciplinary pull request. Often highly trained specialists have to work together to find appropriate engineering solutions using domain-specific models. However,
modeling choices made by specialists in their domainspecific models may impose constraints on other specialists or impact which assumptions remain valid. In
many cases, a specialist cannot be aware of such dependencies and cannot perform required trade-off analyses,
because of the deep knowledge required from the other
specialists’ domains. An abundance of data about this
modeling context is available to the IMA in the form of,
e.g., historical project data, model coherence rules, patterns observed in sets of multi-disciplinary models, the
role of domain experts in the engineering process and
their associated profile data (e.g., digital twins [19]),
and operational system data relevant for the trade-off,
such as resource consumption. Going beyond existing
collaborative tools, version control systems, as well as
traceability and change impact analyses, the IMA derives contextualized knowledge from the available data
to help identify the appropriate domain experts that
need to be contacted based on the type of change and
then make the trade-off options explicit to all, while in-
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dividually adapting to the vocabulary, skill level, and
interaction style of each expert.
However, IMAs are complex tools to develop, and
can be rather heterogeneous at first glance depending
on different aspects, such as varying purposes, the supported abstractions, required and/or available domainspecific knowledge, the modeling activity addressed, the
expected means of interaction, or the IMAs’ integration
in the modeling process. Unfortunately, most existing
IMAs lack transparency to understand their scope as
well as adaptability and flexibility to be customized,
compared, and combined beyond their original intended
use. Furthermore, a common understanding of the differences and commonalities of IMAs does not exist. A
standardized view of the common protocols, interfaces,
and interactions of IMAs would address these issues.
This expert voice results from the week-long Data
and Models 1 workshop attended by experts in modeldriven engineering, software language engineering, artificial intelligence, and human-centric adaptive systems.
We advocate that common foundations and main components can be shared across the many possible IMAs,
thus opening exciting research opportunities for the
modeling community to address the needs of both tool
builders and modelers. We identify these components
and their interactions in a conceptual Reference Framework for Intelligent Modeling Assistance (RF-IMA) and
describe how such a framework would help comprehend,
develop, and ultimately compare IMAs.
In Section 2, we present the current landscape of
intelligent modeling assistance. In Section 3, we propose our conceptual reference framework in support of
modern modeling activities and discuss its properties
as well as potential sources of data, information, and
knowledge. RF-IMA addresses the needs of two major stakeholder groups. First, RF-IMA aims to help the
tool building community engineer IMAs more systematically. Second, RF-IMA aims to facilitate comprehension and comparison of IMAs, and ultimately to provide
more intelligent support for modelers. We conclude this
call for action with a list of open challenges to integrate
intelligent modeling assistants into modern modeling
environments in Section 4 and envision a momentum
in the modeling community that leads to the implementation of RF-IMA and consequently future IMAs.

2 Current Landscape of Intelligent Modeling
Assistance
Assistants have a longstanding history in software engineering, either to help with specific activities (e.g., de1
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sign, development) or to support the enactment of the
overall process. Since the ’80s, several assistants have
been proposed, e.g., to drive the development according to a particular methodology [21], or capture the current context and recommend some actions [20, 33]. However, those assistants embed only fixed, pre-determined
knowledge (e.g., a specific development process), and
the collected context is rather limited to the session
initiated by the developer and the local workspace.
With the advent of large amounts of data and APIs
to conveniently access such data, and the identification of more complex contexts [12], specific assistants in
the form of sophisticated recommenders [34] have been
brought to the attention of software engineering [35].
New opportunities have been explored in the field of
recommenders in IDEs for specific programming languages or platforms, e.g., for code completion [8, 41],
for using external libraries [42], contributing to new
projects [27], or solving standard programming tasks [39].
In the field of Software and System Modeling, assistants provide important support to the whole life-cycle
of ever more complex systems. For example, widely
used languages like UML have been supported with
large efforts, e.g., to support a particular modeling process [40], and to help build diagrams from natural language [18] or through recommendations from similarities [14] or established patterns [25]. However, the diversity of domain-specific abstractions and heterogeneity of stakeholders are important challenges that prevent the ability to scale the development of all needed
IMAs, because it is very time-consuming to build individual IMAs for each of those targets. The community,
hence, has to move away from from-scratch solutions
and adopt engineered solutions based on standardized
protocols (e.g., plug-and-play).
Specific efforts to apply recommendation in the context of domain-specific modeling languages have been
limited (i) to narrow contexts, such as the current state
of the model and its possible extension with regards to
the metamodel [38], (ii) to specific interactions, such as
the use of chatbots to help modelers build and query
domain-specific models using natural language [31, 32],
and (iii) to specific activities, such as system requirements (e.g., focus on variability [5] or behavior [16]),
domain modeling [4], or model transformations [6, 10].
Finally, leveraging a collective knowledge for a recommender system for the whole modeling process is envisioned to not only infer model transformations but also
recommend model repair or refactoring [24].
Commercial tools in the area of low-code platforms
also recently introduced AI-powered assistants to support citizen programmers developing their own applications, e.g., Mendix Assist [1] and ServiceStudio [2].
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While the current landscape of intelligent modeling assistance is as broad as modeling itself, all existing approaches discussed above have been specifically tailored from scratch for a particular purpose,
which makes them time-consuming to develop (e.g., little reuse), compare, and integrate. Therefore, we introduce in the next section a conceptual reference framework to support a disciplined approach for the development of new IMAs to ultimately provide intelligent
modeling assistance to modelers.

3 Towards a Reference Framework for
Intelligent Modeling Assistance
To realize the opportunities provided by intelligent modeling assistance, this section introduces our proposed
conceptual reference framework RF-IMA that lays the
foundation for modeling activities supported by an IMA.
RF-IMA serves a twofold purpose. It is expected to
(i) help tool builders when engineering future assistants, which will (ii) eventually provide more intelligence and situational awareness about modeling activities to various stakeholders involved in modeling
activities. Assistance to these stakeholders (e.g., domain modeler, transformation engineer, language engineer) covers a broad range, from existing basic model
auto-completion tools and modeling chatbots to more
advanced modeling environments that are inspired by,
e.g., literate programming [23], exploratory programming [7], and live programming [29], and fueled by datadriven techniques.
From a conceptual point of view, RF-IMA gives a
holistic perspective of how a modeler’s context is connected with external sources of data, information, and
knowledge to realize the opportunities for intelligent
modeling assistance. From a modeler’s point of view,
an IMA’s goal is to improve the modeler’s user experience and to increase both the quality of the models produced and the quality of the modeling process. Consider
the future scenario from the introduction. Engaging in
a conversation with an IMA in a vocabulary tailored to
the modelers expertise and at the right skill level will
improve the modeler’s user experience, while enabling
complex trade-off reasoning across many problem domains will improve the quality of the modeling process and the quality of the resulting modeling artefacts.
IMAs help with respect to the lack of resources, such
as the modeler’s potential unawareness of knowledge for
the activity at hand or time constraints to access such
knowledge. The conceptual reference framework illustrated in Fig. 1 considers 1 the Socio-Technical Modeling System (STMS) that provides context, 2 an IMA,
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Fig. 1: Conceptual Reference Framework for Intelligent Modeling Assistance (RF-IMA), highlighting four main
components (1-4) and the crosscutting concern related to quality properties (5)
3 the connecting communication between both, 4 external sources of data, information, knowledge, and experts, and 5 crosscutting quality properties.
1 The context in an STMS consists of a modeler realizing a modeling activity in a modeling environment. It is hence composed of three parts (top left of
Fig. 1): (i) the actor that can be a modeler, a team, or
another software; (ii) the technical infrastructure, such
as a computer and its software, including one or more
modeling tools; and (iii) the models of interest. The actor has intention which defines what the actor wants to
accomplish and why. Intention may be expressed explicitly or implicitly (as indicated by the dashed outline).
2 An IMA consists of four components (top right
of Fig. 1): (i) the assistant with algorithms to compute
the assistance (e.g., contextualized information, recommendations); (ii) the data acquisition/production layer
that gives access to different external sources (data, information, knowledge) and has the ability to connect a
modeler with domain experts; (iii) the context shadow,
which contains information about the context that captures the intention of the modeling activity, any relevant information for the activity or specific to the current situation, personalized information about the actor
like an internal representation of a modeler (e.g., a digital twin), and retains the local historical data related to
the modeling activity, and (iv) an optional adaptation

component which adapts to changing context based on
the feedback by the actor (e.g., by assessing the modeler’s skill level from provided feedback).
3 In general, there might be a federation of IMAs
that process a context with various information and
each actor may interact with multiple IMAs. Individual
IMAs may interact with each other, e.g., to collaborate
and coordinate changes across actors. The communication between STMS and IMA (top middle of Fig. 1)
is bidirectional and characterized by different degrees
of autonomy [37, 43]. STMS to IMA communication is
used to deliver context information and actor feedback.
IMA to STMS communication feeds the assistance to
the actor in a way that is specific to the modeling activity. In turn, this communication may affect all parts of
the context (not only the intention and the specific actor, but others as well, as context may be shared among
actors). IMA to STMS communication may also provide
an explanation about the choice of the assistance.
4 An IMA may use a variety of external sources
(bottom of Fig. 1), which may be categorized into data,
information, and knowledge according to the data, information, knowledge, and wisdom pyramid [26]. These
external sources may be used for specific recommendations. For example, technical project information may
lead to feedback regarding modeling patterns, information about the technical infrastructure to feedback
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on energy models, and development process information to improved resource usage models. Furthermore,
information from social networks and technical background from résumés may lead to feedback on which
modeling expert to contact, business information to improved development processes, information from the execution of a system or simulation to more accurate metrics about model elements, and information about the
environment to cheaper locations to run computationally intensive model analyses. Information about laws
and regulations may lead to warnings of possible certification issues, scientific information to suggestions on
novel modeling solutions, and information about stakeholders and culture to feedback on the real values and
intentions of stakeholders. Last but not least, metadata
about an IMA itself and interactive feedback from actors may improve an IMA’s performance over time.
5 Quality properties are highlighted across all
four main components of the reference framework. First
for IMAs, the assistant’s quality degree and timeliness
(how often is adequate assistance provided in a timely
manner?) as well as the trust of modelers (as in the
perception of the quality of IMAs from the modeler’s
perspective) are issues. At a high level, one of the factors that has a big impact on the quality degree relates
to the level of sophistication required from IMAs (e.g.,
syntactic auto-completion vs design trade-off analysis).
Second for Assistance, the relevance of and confidence in the provided information are important (how
adequate is it for the current modeling context and how
sure is the IMA that it is adequate?). Furthermore, explainability is important, characterized as the degree to
which an actor understands why a particular assistance
is provided to her. Without adequate assistance at a
high confidence level, the usefulness of an IMA suffers.
However, even with high relevance and high confidence,
an IMA’s help may be of limited use, if it is not possible
to explain why the provided help is relevant.
Third for Feedback on assistance and fourth for Context information, the degree of autonomy needs to be
considered (e.g., existing levels of autonomy [3], such
as offering no assistance and the modeler making all
decisions, suggesting an action and executing that action if approved by the modeler, automatic execution of
improvements, to an IMA acting fully autonomously).
Last but not least, the quality of the model is also
an issue in terms of well-formedness, absence of antipatterns, etc. as is the quality of the modeling activity
(i.e., process-related quality indicators). Similarly, the
quality of external sources also must be considered (e.g.,
transparency, accessibility, data curation concerns).
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4 Opportunities for the Modeling Community
Beyond the identification of the core foundations and
main components for IMAs, the proposed conceptual
reference framework RF-IMA also helps identify open
challenges (based on the outcomes of the week-long
workshop). In this section, we go through the main
components of RF-IMA (i.e., STMS, IMA, the connecting communication, and the external sources) and discuss the major challenges that need to be addressed to
realize the opportunities provided by intelligent modeling assistance, while building on existing work, such
as data mining, AI techniques, repository management,
and adaptive systems.
1 For STMS, understanding the modeling context
(incl. the actor and its intention) is of utmost importance. Hence, context monitoring of the modeler (e.g.,
to predict the actor’s intentions) requires non-invasive,
privacy-preserving methods. Mining of modeling intention may be needed instead of relying on explicit expressions of modeling objectives, and quality criteria
for modeling activities and artefacts need to be established considering the domain of interest. For instance,
interpreting actor’s activities and predicting intentions
correctly may require to build a model, to determine
which variables influence each other, to learn about
model’s parameters, and to complete the model in case
of missing data (e.g., an actor’s preferences).
2 For an IMA, learning opportunities exist to
provide the most relevant assistance, such as (i) understanding behavior and skill of modelers, as well as
understanding the specific modeling need for assistance
or (ii) transfer learning between different, yet similar,
domain-specific modeling languages to cope with the
possible lack of models in a particular domain. There
is also a need to determine the most appropriate algorithms to learn from existing data and infer relevant new knowledge in the context of a given a model
or modeling activity. In addition, there are questions
on how to analyze the impact for recommended model
changes for both short-term and long-term effects, on
how to adapt to the evolving needs of the modeler, and
on how to select, filter, structure, and manage relevant context information in the context shadow. As the
multi-disciplinary pull request example explained earlier has shown, context may involve vocabulary from
many different domains, which needs to be understood
to be able to provide assistance across domains and
possibly across IMAs.
3 For communication, there is a need to study
user interactions (among the very heterogeneous stakeholders and modeling activities) and user experience for
assistance in terms of (i) degrees of automation, (ii) the
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emotional state of the modeler as well as her positive
and negative modeling experiences, (iii) content and
form of presenting assistance, and (iv) dialog structure
with the modeler to facilitate explainability.
4 For external sources, one crucial challenge is
related to the availability of required repositories for
models and their metamodels. What is the corresponding modeling knowledge for an IMA that needs to be
made explicit to support modeler’s decision-making,
comprehension, etc.? How does the modeling knowledge base evolve and how is it maintained, and at what
granularity of classifications (by domain, ontologically,
etc.)? Which data schemas are required to manage modeling artifacts? Another challenge involves the mining
of modeling knowledge and professional information of
modelers to determine best practices and identify domain experts.
From a global perspective, a key challenge is to
identify modeling activities where intelligent assistance
is relevant, together with required models and data.
An immediate concern for the modeling community is
how to determine the, possibly evolving, requirements
for an IMA to provide timely assistance based on confidence and relevance as well as modeler’s skill and trust.
To identify such requirements, further work is needed
to support comparison of IMAs based on more finegrained properties of RF-IMA (e.g., through an assessment grid). As with any other reference framework, RFIMA helps define the boundaries between components.
An overarching challenge is now to define appropriate,
generic, domain-independent modeling interfaces and
protocols (e.g., similar to the language server protocol
for programming languages), allowing seamless integration of various IMAs and modeling environments. Such
interfaces between STMS and IMA (in both directions)
and protocols for communication have to (i) provide
understanding of context as well as the feedback on the
offered assistance and (ii) convey available knowledge
from external sources that is useful for an IMA. The
grand challenge is to make functionality for modeling
assistance reusable across a wide range of domains.
The authors of this expert voice hope the proposed
RF-IMA will serve as a call for action to create a research momentum and address the open challenges to
realize the opportunities provided by intelligent modeling assistance.
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